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Make a concentration check pathfinder

Welcome to The Guide, a private sanctuary source for tips and techniques for pathfinder role-playing game written by Everyman Gamer's Alexander Augusta. Today we will talk about checking the concentration. Its one of the most important mechanics in the game to keep spellcasters in check, but too many players and GM don't know how concentration
checks work! Today in the Manual, we will talk a little about checking the concentration; when you need to do them and how they function. About special abilities you may have noticed that almost every class function in the game has a bit (Ex), (Sp) or (Su) next to it. That's because when you get straight to it, every ability in the game falls into one of four main
categories: extraordinary ability, spells, spells like ability, and supernatural ability. These differences are important when talking about checking concentration, so let's quickly move on to differences. Extraordinary (Ex): The ability is non-hagic in nature, like the fury of a barbarian or the training of a fighter's weapon. They are above and above normal, but no
magic is required here. Spellbinding: Ability comes from class spells, such as what a master or cleric or bard has. They are 100% magical in nature and subject to concentration checks. Spell-Like (Sp): Ability functions in all ways as spells, but this is not related to the spell class function. Spelling abilities are counted as spellbinding for all purposes unless a
particular instance states that they do not. For example, a somewhat recent faq notes that spell-like castrate levels are not taken into account in order to meet the feat requirements that call for a general level of castrater. Supernatural (Su): The ability is magical, but it does not function as a spell or is not tied to the function of the spell class. Some
supernatural abilities function just like spells, but they are exempt from a number of rules because supernatural abilities are not like spells. In the nut shell something has to say that this is a spell, both in order to be considered a spell, and if something resembling a spell, it is considered a spell for all purposes unless a particular rule states otherwise. Let's
move on. What is a concentration check? A concentration check is a roll d20 that is done whenever outstanding circumstances threaten to disrupt the concentration usually required for a spell. The concentration check is equal to 1d20+ spellcaster + spellcaster grastor level. Your castrate level is always equal to the level of class that has provided ability
(either your level of character or Hit Dice, if given a feat or racial trait), while each spell or spell as ability requires a different indicator of mental capacity; for example, masters use intelligence, clerics use and most spell-like abilities use Charisma. Now rewind to the and pay attention to an important line in this explanation: cast a spell. Checking concentration
only applies to spells and spell-like abilities, because concentration checks do not specifically note that spell-like abilities are exempt from concentration. This means that any ability marked as extraordinary or supernatural does not follow the rules of concentration. A number of conditions can force the castor to do a concentration check. The most common is
injury during casting, but the full list is listed below: Casting the defensively wounded while casting continuous damage while casting victims of non-destruct spells during casting is grabbed or attached while casting an energetic motion while casting violent movement while casting extremely violent movement while casting wind with hail and debris while
casting the weather , caused by spells of confusion during casting so remember , these things matter only when you cast a spell used by your spell class function, or when you throw a spell-like ability; supernatural abilities and extraordinary abilities are irrelevant. Now let's talk about each of these things by category. Another important thing to remember
about checking concentration is that if you don't, you lose a spell. This means that the prepared spell leaves your mind, the slot for the spell spent, gone. Injured during casting Whenever you take damage during a casting spell, you have to do a concentration check or lose a spell. DC changes based on whether you took a direct instance of damage, such as
the readiness of the action taken to hit you if you cast a spell going on, or if the damage was continuous damage resulting from the current state of effect. The most common type of direct instance of harm will be damage caused by a character that prepares for action to attack you with a weapon or spell of harm if you spell. Current effects such as the effects
of spell acid arrows or arson also force you to do a concentration check, but only half the damage is seen as happening when you cast a spell or spell as ability, so if you take 12 damage from acid arrows, only 6 of them are used to determine the concentration of DC checks. This is the second most common type of concentration check, with the most
common being thrown defensively. When you throw a spell, you are pervading attacking capabilities. Casting defensively allows you to throw a spell without edifying attacking capabilities, but it interrupts the concentration required for a spell and, as a result, requires a concentration check. If you don't check to throw defensively, you lose a spell, just as you
normally do. Regardless of success or failure, however, you don't provoke an attack when you throw defensively, and generally speaking, DC is almost always higher when you are damaged during casting compared to when you defensively, so casting defensively is a common spell tactic. Affected by non-destruct spell spells like increasing a person or slow
or even beaming enfeeblement to break the castrate concentration if they manage to affect it during casting, so you have to do a concentration check in order to quit when that happens. DC for non-damaging spells is quite low unless you are affected by spells with severely high DC savings and you are forced to do a check even if you manage to on your
save to quit against the spell and negate its effects. It's an unpleasant bit of a jolt that you can leave castor if you're lucky. In addition, spells that cause weather effects tend to include their own DCs concentration checks when they are for obstruction enough to warrant such a check. Confusing, enthusiastic or entrenched We talked a little about it in the last
two Articles of the Guide; checking dc concentration is really hard to beat, especially if you're passionate about something with decent CMB (like 99% of grappling-focused monsters). Chances are you'll lose a spell if you throw it while you're grasped. Just like when you've grabbed or pinned down, you're all connected when you're confused, so you have to do
a concentration check in order to cast a spell. DC is relatively simple at higher levels because it doesn't scale nearly as much as DC for being caught or pinned down, but a simple spell can cause headaches for low-level casters. Movement while casting Any type of movement during casting, such as riding a galloping horse, taking a rough ride in a van or
standing on a boat in a storm, all require that you do a concentration check or lose any spell you're trying to throw. DC effectively increases by 5 for each movement step that you climb. Control controllers are not impossible, but it can be an inconvenience as you can't do much to control the type of movement you experience in most cases. (If you're not
driving on the mountain and just want to tell him to stop moving.) Weather while casting particularly rough weather, like wind with rain, snow, hail or similar debris, also requires a concentration check because it is difficult to think of in such dangerous conditions. Increasing the concentration check is somewhat difficult to improve aside from getting levels or
improving your ability to modifier score. Here are a few other, more resource-efficient ways to improve your bonus concentration. Fight Casting: The best to date, wrestling casting gives you a + 4 bonus on concentration checks when you're casting defensively or grabbed/pinned down. Great! Uncanny Concentration: From Ultimate Magic, this feat gives you +
2 bonus for checking concentration and doing so so you no longer need to do a concentration check when affecting movement or weather. Very, very useful if your GM is in those Meetings. Even better, its only premise is the casting fight you probably wanted anyway. Meditative concentration: From faith and philosophy, this feat is only for the desperate. He
has difficult mandatory conditions of feat and demands, and while he gives you a +4 bonus on concentration checks, he has a limited window of opportunity. I do not recommend it, but it exists. Spell Braces: This magic item from Ultimate Equipment is awesome. One thing is, you don't often see wrist items that cost heavy, especially if you're able to wear
armor. Second, they provided a +2 bonus for checking concentration to throw defensively (perhaps the most important kind of concentration check) and they allow the rolling concentration check to throw defensively twice and take the best result three times a day. Finally, they only cost 5,000 GP. It's really, really, really good. Especially if you are someone
who otherwise does not need a bracket slot. Desperate focus: from Cheliax, Empire of the Devils, this trait is completely worth picking up if you need an easy source of concentration bonus; it provides +2 bonus traits on concentration checks, perfectly balanced investments! There are several other traits with a similar bonus, such as an unhappy baby trait or
a Spellpiercer trait. Choose the one that works best for you. Secret temperament: this is for you castrates who hate to give up the reaction. +1 feature of bonus to concentration checks, +1 to initiative inspections. Please. Desperate determination: This trait only gives you a +1 bonus to check concentration, but you get a massive +4 while under a huge amount
of violent conditions, namely during capture or consolidation. If your GM likes to throw monks at you, it's plus fighting casting a massive +8 to your concentration check against these residing grapplers. The room was quite big and comfortable. Stable Gallop: This feat is awesome. This reduces the penalty for firing long-range attacks during mounting and
allows your mounting to give you a +4 bonus to the concentration of the check against the movement caused by its launch. Very good if you mount often and that mountain can take the feat. Warrior Priest: This feat is oracle/cleric/character with domains only, but it nets you +1 initiative and +2 on concentration checks to throw defensively. Not a perfectly
balanced trade, but its good if you really find yourself needing more concentration check bonuses after combat casting, but don't want the weather and movement benefits of Uncanny concentration. And this, my wonderful readers, is all for today. In the future, perhaps we will sit down and talk about anti-founding tactics so that your enemies really regret not
investing in these feats, traits and magical objects, but now we are through. What do you think? How often does concentration checks come up in your game? How your players and/or NPC tend to be fair when doing a check Leave Leave answers and questions below and I'll see you here on Friday for a special, creepy kind of treatment! Take care of
yourself. Alexander Alex Augustas has played role-playing games since 2007, which is not as long as 90% of his colleagues. Alexander is an active freelancer for the role-playing game Pathfinder and is best known as the author of the Pact Magic Unbound series from Radiance House. Alex is the owner of Everyman Gaming, LLC and is often styled as a
Everyman Gamer in honor of the original Home Guide. Alex also cohosts the private Sanctuary Podcast, along with fellow blogger Anthony Lee, and you can follow their exploits on Facebook at 3.5 Private Sanctuary Group, or on Alex's Twitter, @AlJAug. @AlJAug.
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